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ROLE OF SOCIETY FOR THE PERSONALITY 
DEVELOPMENT OF DALIT WOMEN

Abstract:-The present work is focused around my proposition submitted to the University of 
Basel (Switzerland) in December 2005. After I have begun to study Geography, I needed to 
compose a proposition that would be perused by a larger number of individuals than just my 
directors and would turn out to be valuable in somehow. A traineeship amid my studies and also 
different tasks and a general investment to find the "riddle" called India had brought me to the 
subcontinent a few times since 2002, and it was soon clear to me I would concentrate on a subject 
in the Indian connection.

Indeed before I went to India shockingly I realized that it was not just about the Taj 
Mahal, tigers and discovering illumination in some yoga class, additionally about advancement, 
neediness furthermore rank. Once in India, the difference between lively monetary advancement 
and far reaching neediness got to be more than self-evident, yet the thought of rank remained by 
one means or another vague. As nonnatives are frequently just ready to talk English, they can just 
impart straightforwardly with those strata of society who likewise talk this dialect – regularly 
these are most certainly not the poor or denied of the Indian culture, however those at the "upper" 
end. Subsequently, I was guaranteed ordinarily that the rank framework "does not exist any 
longer", that the Untouchables live in destitution on the grounds that they are "sluggish", that 
they "would prefer not to do else other possibilities than clearing and cleaning", or inquiries 
concerning station were simply basically disregarded. It took me a while – until 2004 – to have a 
genuine look in the background of the as far as anyone knows "nullified" station framework. 

Keywords:Society , Dalit Women , Personality Development  , study Geography.

INTRODUCTION

Dalits, formally known as the ‘Untouchables’, are positioned at the bottom of the rigid Indiancaste society. 
People from other castes, who consider themselves to be ‘higher’, believe that Dalits are impure by birth and that 
their touch or sheer presence could be polluting – hence,they are assumed to be ‘untouchable’. For centuries, Dalits 
were excluded from the mainstream society and were only allowed to pursue menial occupations like cleaning dry 
latrines, sweeping, tanning, or working as landless labourers for meagre daily wages. After India’s independence 
from the British in 1947, Dalits were granted equal rights as equal citizens; the caste system with its practice of 
untouchability was officially abolished by the constitution in 1950. On the other hand, in spite of an advanced 
constitution and various laws which should implement fairness, the act of untouchability and the separation and 
withdrawal of Dalits win in numerous places in India until today: Dalits are made to live outside towns, are 
disallowed to enter sanctuaries, shops, houses or even entire neighborhoods. On the off chance that 

Dalits need to bring water at an open well, they regularly need to sit tight for quite a long time until someone 
feels leniency and puts water into their pots – they can't do it without anyone else's help as their touch would 
"contaminate" the basic water source. Dalits who request their sacred rights are frequently mortified; their homes are 
blazed; they are beaten, assaulted or killed to 'show them a lesson.

To battle against this shamefulness, neighborhood Dalit activists from Gujarat established the non-
legislative association (NGO) Navsarjan in 1989. With their unflinching work in supporting Dalits in legitimate 
fights, by beginning crusades, and also via preparing, instructing and enabling the neighborhood Dalit group, they 
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have launched a vast development and have turned into a standout amongst the most vital associations dealing with 
rank segregation issues in India. Today, Navsarjan 
utilizes 150 social specialists and is overwhelmingly dynamic on the grassroots level in Central Gujarat.

1.1Objective of the Study 

This study needs to assess the social, monetary and spatial effect of Navsarjan's DSK program on the taking 
an interest understudies. It goes for discovering whether such a professional preparing project can be an effective 
approach to socially and monetarily enable a denied minority. This effect study is of investment likewise in the more 
extensive setting of improvement work – whether it incorporates just neighborhood performing artists or it is directed 
with national or even global participation: For the improvement and training segment in India and somewhere else, 
there is an amazingly low number of distributed studies catching the effect of ventures or programs. Assessments of 
projects are carried out, however they are regularly not discharged by foundations, or the evaluators are not 
autonomous. Target examinations are much of the time led, yet they don't cover the accomplished effects of projects 
(STOCKMANN 2000: 282). This is most effortlessly clarified through the accompanying case: One can regularly 
find distributed comes about on professional preparing foundations who state to have 'prepared XY understudies', 
'manufactured a private grounds with XY bunks' or 'used XY Rupees on professional preparing'. In a way this is 
additionally an achievement, however it is not an announcement about the accomplished effect on the target bunch: 
for this situation the prepared understudies. In any case, to gauge the accomplishment of a task alternately a project, it 
is important to focus the effect on the target bunch. On the off chance that professional preparing projects are 
surveyed, it must be learned whether previous understudies are utilizing their gained aptitudes and what number of 
discovered job or got to be independently employed.STOCKMANN (2000: 375) watches that effect examinations, 
particularly ex-post studies "[… ] are to a great extent ignored [in the improvement sector]; methodologically 
difficult plans (crosssection studies, multi-strategy methodologies) are uncommon and particularly 
straightforwardness is lost." It is the point of this work to help the endeavors to fill this gigantic experimental crevice. 
In this manner, the study is in its center a free ex-post effect study with a multi-technique appro.

Independent Study 

This study not one or the other got any money related backing from Navsarjan nor from any giver orgs. The 
entire expenses of the study have been secured actually by the analyst: at the time of composing, an understudy of 
Geography at the University of Basel. The creator was compassionate underpinned by his guardians and two free 
magnanimous trusts conceding an aggregate commitment of 2000 Swiss Francs to the travel expenses.The 
commitments were not bound to any terms concerning the study comes about; the study was led just out of 
experimental investment and was totally autonomous. Not Navsarjan or the SDC or an alternate giver organization 
limited the study in any capacity. With Navsarjan, the creator has discovered an advancement association  which was 
prepared to have a center project surveyed in full participation. All asked data was given and reports were 
transparently imparted to the creator.

Ex-post Impact Study 

This study concentrates on the effect of Navsarjan's Dalit Empowerment and Vocational Training Program 
(DSK) on previous taking an interest understudies. The study is focused around the speculation 
that the DSK program has had a certain financial, social and spatial effect on its previous understudies (consequently 
'ex-post'). The effect study needs to evaluate the kind and in addition the degree of the preparation affect on the 
graduates. Key exploration inquiries are: 

vWhat is the effect of the preparation on the understudies' job status? 
vWhat is the effect of the preparation on the understudies' financial circumstance? 
vDid the preparation change the understudies' conduct towards other social gatherings? 
vDid the preparation change the mentality of understudies? 
vDid the understudies move after the preparation? 
vWhat sort of input do the understudies give the DSK with insight in

1.2.Methodology 

Multi-method Approach

A huge number of information material, information gathering routines and information investigation 
instruments have been utilized in this study. The creator accepts that a coordinated methodology with an adjusted 
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utilization of different routines creates the best comes about. So as to get a lot of quantitative information, it was 
chosen to lead a mail study, getting some information about their view of the DSK preparing and their past and 
current circumstance. More than 700 previous DSK understudies have been asked to round out a six-page 
institutionalized survey with 35 inquiries. Notwithstanding this quantitative examination, 17 inside and out meetings 
were directed with previous understudies at their homes or working environments all over Gujarat. This subjective 
information was particularly accommodating to get a deeper understanding of the grass root reality of the Dalit 
understudies and to grasp the connection of the answers in the quantitative review. Also, various master meetings, 
most remarkably with staff parts of Navsarjan, additionally with different outside masters were completed. Formal 
and casual dialogs with DSK staff parts furthermore understudies and also member perception were other essential 
strategies for gathering profitable data.

1.3Relevance

The study is of enthusiasm for stakeholders on different levels:

Navsarjan and its supporting associations: This effect study is of most noteworthy enthusiasm to Navsarjan itself. It is 
a record for the accomplished comes about and uncovers up to this point obscure intelligibilities. The study can be 
utilized by Navsarjan as an instrument to further enhance the preparation; it reveals qualities and shortcomings of the 
DSK program and makes cement proposals on how the preparation could be made strides. The study will be 
additionally valuable for Navsarjan as a data source about the program for intrigued/included staff and facades.
Different Ngos, instructive foundations, governments, worldwide orgs and general society included/intrigued by 
improvement issues; specifically in Dalit strengthening and professional preparing: This study will have the capacity 
to show if such a strengthening and professional preparing system is a powerful approach to monetarily and socially 
enable individuals from a denied minority like the Dalits in India. The study needs to distinguish the qualities and 
shortcomings of such a strengthening program and needs to discover whether it is a helpful model to be copied in 
Gujarat, in India or in an entirely unexpected social setting.
Science: Published studies, especially ex-post studies which survey the effect of ventures in the improvement area, 
are still extremely uncommon. This study – being an free ex-post effect study with a multi-technique approach – will 
have the capacity to help the experimental examination in this paramount, yet at the same time to a great extent 
disregarded field.

1.4 Limitations

Not a Comprehensive Programme Evaluation :-

This study is not an exhaustive project assessment which incorporates: (a) the checking of the undertaking; 
(b) the assessment of methods that demonstrate how the system works; (c) an investigation of which money related 
assets have been expected to (d) accomplish a particular effect. This study concentrates chiefly on the last point; the 
financial, social and spatial effects of the DSK on its previous understudies. It doesn't investigate the money related 
proficiency of the system, nor does it cover all viewpoints an itemized procedure assessment is concerned with. It is 
dependent upon Navsarjan, the SDC, and other contributor offices in the event that they need to direct a full program 
assessment and offer it with general society.

Financial and Temporal Constraints :- 

As a free investigative study directed as a theory at the University of Basel, the study was bound by major 
money related and transient obligations. The got commitment of 2000 Swiss Francs by free altruistic trusts just 
secured the travel costs and the beginning postage of the quantitative polls. All different costs (interpreter, smart 
phone, writing, phone calls and so forth.) must be secured by the writer himself. Hence, it was most certainly not 
conceivable to build the introductory answer rate with a few rounds of subsequent methodology (sending updates, 
extra polls, individual methodology and so forth.). Because of transient limitations for a proposal set by the 
University of Basel, it was additionally unrealistic to incorporate managers of DSK understudies into the study. For 
the same reason it was out of inquiry to take after a more muddled study plan with control gatherings to focus the 
distinction between the adolescents who went to a course and the individuals who did not. Such a study would have 
obliged substantially more money related and fleeting assets.

Cultural Differences :-

The creator had the opportunity to visit Gujarat and India a few times; both for work-related reasons in 
different Ngos in Gujarat and also for broad voyages all over India. The aggregate term of stay in India surpasses one 
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year to date altogether. Amid these stays, the creator obtained a wide understanding of the Indian society and society. 
Be that as it may, the European provenance of the creator can't be denied. This ought not have affected the 
understudies rounding out the mail study, yet the individuals who have been questioned by and by power have been a 
bit occupied by the irregular vicinity of an outsider. Amid the meetings, the creator as well as the interpreter had the 
feeling that the interviewees sincerely addressed all questions. None of interviewees were reluctant to express her/his 
pay or to concede she/he was unemployed. As opposed to East-Asia, the issue of 'loosing face' by conceding 
unemployment did not appear to be an issue. All things considered, a certain separation to the interviewees by 
needing to depend on an interpreter remained. Then again, not being a part of the nearby society and the position 
framework has a few preferences: It empowers a more target perspective from the 'outside'. Also, Non-Indians have 
the one of a kind opportunity to speak with individuals from all positions without any station preferences. 
Henceforth, in spite of a significant social learning, the study is still composed from an European point of view. The 
creator apologizes for any social misinterpretations in the event that they ought to show up all through this study.

CONCLUSION :-

Over all, Navsarjan's DSK system is by all accounts a fruitful improvement venture. There are, be that as it 
may, in any case numerous conceivable outcomes to enhance the productivity of the project. The sought sway – to 
engage adolescent Dalits monetarily and in addition socially – seems, by all accounts, to be generally fulfilled, as a 
generally high number of DSK graduates saw a positive impact. The DSK gives a lot of people (yet not all) 
understudies new open doors in life. To attain a work market achievement of 40.7% and a 'working in prepared field' 
rate of 30.8% (for understudies from 2002-2004) 

with short two to three-month professional courses is respectable. The seeming pattern in the work market 
achievement is considerably more palatable: 49.7% of respondents who joined a course in 2004 have really 
discovered an occupation, 39.3% discovered one in the prepared field. These discoveries obviously demonstrate that 
Navsarjan is on the right way with its preparation idea and that the effect study strength have been directed several 
years too soon to catch the full productivity of a well secured Dalit Shakti Kendra. This positive conclusion is 
considerably all the more striking if the work market achievement is contrasted with government professional 
preparing establishments, where understudies are consistently prepared for an any longer time, yet don't discover 
occupations.

The effect on the alleged 'delicate abilities' is by all accounts significantly stronger. The preparation makes 
numerous understudies consider their state of mind and convictions and provides for them another model of taking a 
gander at life. This result reflects the allocated needs in admiration to what the DSK administration plans to attain 
with the preparation: The understudies ought to first addition fearlessness, control and a uplifting state of mind 
towards work so they can effectively search for a respectable employment. All things considered, it is not the DSK's 
objective to have all its graduates utilized by any methods. It would not be a venture forward in the development to 
achieve uniformity if understudies had a well-paid work, yet needed to shroud their personality and couldn't work 
with dignity.

Navsarjan advances an exhibit of thoughts that – from an European viewpoint – could be summed up as 
'conventional community values': Besides balance, Navsarjan shows its understudies about opportunity, to act 
naturally mindful and to create a feeling of enterprise. In a European connection, these were somewhat traditionalist 
thoughts, yet in India, they are progressive. Uniformity is an exceptionally outsider idea in the conventional Hindu 
society with its standing framework sustaining disparity to close flawlessness. Be that as it may, in spite of embracing 
"present day" or "western" values and being halfway financed by a western office (Swiss Agency for Development 
and Collaboration), the DSK is absolutely not a western or giver headed project. It is a neighborhood Gujarati activity 
established in the group: a system from Dalits for Dalits. 

Navsarjan's idea to consolidate professional preparing with social strengthening of Dalits is a guaranteeing 
new alternative in the battle to decrease neediness and upgrade social equity. The DSK can be a good example for 
different associations as it has one of a kind qualities. Nonetheless, the study 
additionally brought to light a few shortcomings of the system, which must be viewed nearly. The most imperative 
recognized qualities and shortcomings of the DSK project are recorded beneath:
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